LOAD KING 4,000 GALLON WATER TRUCK
AVAILABLE ON A VARIETY OF CHASSIS BRANDS & MODELS
CAPACITY: 4,000 US GALLONS
DIMENSIONS: 198" LONG X 96" WIDE X 64.75" TALL
TANK SHELL: A36 STEEL
TANK ENDS: A36 STEEL, DOMED WITH FLANGE
TEAR PAD: A36 STEEL
TANK BAFFLES: (3) A36 STEEL W/ 20" CRAWL HOLE
TANK RUNNERS: A36 STEEL, FORMED ANGLE STYLE, FULL LENGTH
TANK SHAPE: MODIFIED ELLIPSE, LARGE RADIUS CORNERS
MAN-WAY: 24" ROUND MAN-WAY, MESH LIFT OUT GRATE, NO LID
FILL PIPE: 2-1/2" PIPE, CAM GROOVE COUPLER
LADDER: REAR MOUNTED, PIPE CONSTRUCTION, ANTI-SLIP RUNGS
FENDERS: A36 STEEL, SPRAY LINED FINISH, BLACK ONLY, TROUGH STYLE TRAY
MEDIABLASTED
PRIMERBASE: TOPCOATWHITE
WATER SYSTEM
4X3 WATER PUMP
SHAFT DRIVEN PUMP AND ALL REQUIRED PLUMBING AND FITTINGS
CREEK FILL SUCTION
NO PRIMER PUMP
FRONT SPRAY SYSTEM
(2) INDEPENDENTLY OPERATED AIR SPRAY VALVE
MID SPRAY SYSTEM
(1) INDEPENDENTLY OPERATED AIR SPRAY VALVE
DRIVE SIDE (PASSENGER SIDE OPTIONAL)
REAR SPRAY SYSTEM
(2) INDEPENDENTLY OPERATED AIR SPRAY VALVES
HOSE REEL ASSEMBLY
MANUAL REWIND HOSE REEL, 50' X 1-1/2" HOSE,
FIREMANS NOZZLE END MOUNTED ON HOSE REEL
ON-ROAD WATER TANK PARTS
TIE DOWN HARDWARE AND MISC PARTS
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING
DOT/ICC COMPLIANT LIGHTS AND REFLECTORS
TRUCK-LITE WIRING HARNESS
2-1/2" X 50' WATER TRUCK HYDRANT HOSE
3" SUCTION HOSE KIT CONTAINS :
(2) 3" X 10' MXF CAM & GROOVE
(1) 3" X 10' FEMALE CAM & GROVE X 3" SUCTION STRAINER

*Custom Truck One Source reserves the right to change the specification of any unit at any time without prior notice. This brochure is only a statement of general specifications on the date of this publication.

ASK ABOUT THE CUSTOMIZED AND FLEXIBLE LEASING & FINANCING SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE FROM CUSTOM TRUCK CAPITAL